
Soundwaves

Tribal Seeds

...
Hit them with a vibe so hard
Waves rock me down
Rocking and turning around
The sound waves rock me down
Rock till I hit the ground
Soundwaves rock me down
Rocking and turning around
Let the soundwaves rock me down
Rock till I hit the ground
Coming from within
I don't fully understand yet it drives this rhythm
Coming from afar
I could never see or touch but it was with me from the start
Descending from above
Like the rays of Jah sun sending down people love
Something that's alive
Wielding the power to heal when your feeling the vibes

So send them to I let the words fill my mind
I want to feel your love, I want to feel the high
Raise us above dirtiness in our lives
Chase them away who threaten with lies
What they gonna do, what they gonna say
Should the vibes be weak, I wouldn't play now
Are they gonna run are they gonna stay
When the waves come crashing again
So let the waves rock me down
Rocking and turning around
The sound waves rock me down
Rock till I hit the ground
Soundwaves rock me down
Rocking and turning around
Let the soundwaves rock me down

Rock till I hit the ground
I wanna feel it and feel it with no limit
They wanna live it and breath it and get with it
The combination you and i every minute,
Sound-bytes, the waves crash like a mystic,
We celebrate the innovative and artistic
Strong, stronger, never weak never timid yet
Calm, calmer than a cool night in Cali
soundwaves they movin fast through valley
Wait, how ever will catch what I say?
Display the exhibition, shh now listen,
Silence in the crowd, now to all the men and women
World keeps spinnin, people still livid
We can heal the world go from losing now to winning
World keeps spinning, record keeps spinnin
People need the sound just to keep from gettin dizzy
World keeps spinning record keeps spinning,
People need the sound
Hit them with the vibes so hard
Coming from within or afar
Hit them with the vibes so hard
Coming from within or afar
Waves drop, players of instruments we can't stop
Let the sound build up



Waves drop, players of music we can't stop
Let the sound build up
So ay natty dread, when you coming?
We are the seeds of this rebelution
To all the people saying music is a sin
Sit back, relax, let the sound flow with the wind
Riding the rhythm of waves when we rock
Flow through the masses play nonstop
Tribal seeds com'on meet me at the spot
We're sending out a decibel level in knots
Nowhere to run, nowhere to hide
Step out the darkness into the light
We come together to defeat the evil eye
Soundwaves, yeah you and I connect the vibe
There's nothing there's nothing you can do for I
Music is my love in this time
I,  I see the music as divine
Waves drop, players of instruments we can't stop
Let the sound build up
Waves rock, players of music we can't stop
Let the sound build up
Waves drop, players of instruments we can't stop
Let the sound build up
Waves rock, players of music we can't stop
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